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In this article isomorphisms between systems of singularities equivariant under
different Lie group actions are investigated and a sufficient condition for two
systems to be isomorphic is given. With this sufficiency theorem we show that the
Ž . nsystem of O n -equivariant singularities in its irreducible representation on R is
isomorphic to that of one-dimensional Z -equivariant singularities and the system2
1 Ž . Ž .of n n q 1 -dimensional O n -equivariant singularities is isomorphic to that of2
n-dimensional S -equivariant singularities. Q 1998 Academic Pressn
1. INTRODUCTION
Equivariant singularity theory is an important tool for the study of local
Žbifurcations with symmetry and its main topics include normal forms the
. Žsimplest possible forms , recognition problems finding conditions for
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.determining a singularity to be equivalent to a normal form , and universal
Žunfoldings a comprehensive way to understand the degeneracy and the
.complexity of a bifurcation problem . The general theory of equivariant
singularities was developed in the two volume books by M. Golubitsky and
w x w xD. G. Schaeffer 3 , and Golubitsky, Stewart, and Schaeffer 4 .
w xFrom the results of 2, 7, 8, 9 we found that normal forms and universal
Ž .unfoldings of O n -equivariant singularities in its irreducible representa-
tion on R n have the same expressions as those of one-dimensional Z -2
equivariant singularities. M. Golubitsky suggested that we also consider a
Ž .similar problem for the irreducible O 3 -action on a five-dimensional space
w xand the S -action on the plane stated in 4 . Both examples motivate us to3
consider the correspondence between systems of equivariant singularities
Ž .see Section 2 for exact definitions of related concepts .
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
introduce the concept of systems of equivariant singularities and we give
the definition of isomorphisms between two such systems. We conclude
that if two systems of equivariant singularities are isomorphic then normal
forms and universal unfoldings of one system correspond, respectively, to
Ž .those of the other via the isomorphism Theorem 2.5 . We also give a
sufficient condition which guarantees two systems of equivariant singulari-
Ž .ties to be isomorphic Theorem 2.6 . In Sections 3 and 4 we construct two
Ž .concrete isomorphisms. The first example is between O n -equivariant
singularities in its irreducible representation on R n and one-dimensional
Z -equivariant singularities, and is well known. The second example is2
1 Ž .between the equivariant singularities based on the n n q 1 -dimensional2
Ž .action of O n on n = n symmetric matrices and the system of n-dimen-
sional S -equivariant singularities. The latter one with additional restric-n
Ž .tions on the spaces gives an isomorphism between O n -equivariant singu-
Ž .larities based on the action of O n on n = n symmetric matrices with
1Ž Ž .Ž ..trace zero which is of dimension n y 1 n q 2 and the system of2
Ž .n y 1 -dimensional S -equivariant singularities. Particularly, our resultn
w xfor the case n s 3 recovers the result in 4 mentioned in the preceding
Ž .text see Remark 4.5 for details . By these examples we show that the
problem of finding normal forms and universal unfoldings for some sys-
tems of equivariant singularities may be reduced to that of a system of
lower dimensional singularities equivariant under a simpler Lie group
action.
2. ISOMORPHISMS BETWEEN SYSTEMS OF
EQUIVARIANT SINGULARITIES
In this section we discuss isomorphisms between systems of equivariant
singularities.
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First of all, we recall some important notations and concepts in the
theory of equivariant singularities. Let V be a finitely dimensional vector
Ž .space and let L V be the set of all linear transformations on V. Let r :
Ž . Ž .G “ G L V be a representation of a Lie group G on V. Here G L V is
Ž .the group of all invertible transformations in L V . We write
g ? x [ r g x , ;g g G , x g V .Ž .
Ž .Then G acts on L V by similarity as follows,
g ? L [ r g ( L( r gy1 , ;g g G , L g L V .Ž . Ž .Ž .
“ ‘Ž . Ž .Denote by E G the set of all smooth C G-equivariant germs g :V , k
Ž k .V = R , 0 “ V,
g g ? x , m s g ? g x , m , ; x g V , m g R k , and g g G ;Ž . Ž .
l kŽ . Ž .by E G the set of all smooth G-equivariant germs S: V = R , 0 “V , k
Ž .L V ,
S g ? x , m s g ? S x , m , ; x g V , m g R k , and g g G ,Ž . Ž .
lkŽ .by E the set of all smooth germs R = R , 0 “ R and by E the set of1qk k
Ž k . kall smooth germs R , 0 “ R .
Define
l “
D G [ S, X , L g E G = E G = E :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½V V , 1 V , 1 1
T XS 0, 0 , dX g L V , X 0, 0 s 0, L 0 s 0, L 0 ) 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 50, 0 G
Ž .where L V is the set of all G-equivariant invertible linear transforma-G
Ž .T Ž .tions on V and L V is the connected component of L V containingG G
Ž w xthe identity. With a suitably defined binary operation see 5 for exact
“. Ž . Ž .formulation D G becomes a group and acts on E G asV V , 1
S, X , L g x , l [ S x , l g X x , l , L l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
“
S, X , L g D G , g g E G .Ž . Ž . Ž .V V , 1
“ Ž .Then two G-equivariant germs g and h in E G are said to be G-equi¤-V , 1
Ž .alent if they are in the same D G -orbit.V “kŽ . Ž .Let x, l, a g V = R = R and g g E G . A G-unfolding of g withV , 1 “Ž . Ž .unfolding parameters a s a , . . . , a is a germ G g E G such that1 k V , 1qk
Ž . Ž .G x, l, 0 s g x, l for all x g V and l g R. Define
l “ “
D G [ S, X , L , A g E G = E G = E = E :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .½V , k V , 1qk V , 1qk 1qk k
S x , l, 0 ’ id, X x , l, 0 ’ x , L l, 0 ’ l, A 0 s 0, det DA 0 / 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 5
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Ž . Ž .With a binary operation similarly defined as that for D G , D G is aV V , k“ Ž .group and acts on E G as,V , 1qk
S, X , L , A G x , l, a [ S x , l, a G X x , l, a , L l, a , A a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
“ Ž .Two germs G and H in E G are said to be equi¤alent if they are inV , 1qk “Ž . Ž .the same D G -orbit. It is easy to see that equivalent germs in E GV , k V , 1qk
are G-unfoldings of the same unperturbed germ. A G-unfolding G g
“ “Ž . Ž .E G of g g E G is said to be ¤ersal if for any other G-unfolding,V , 1qk V , 1“ l kŽ . Ž . Ž .say H g E G , there is a reparameterization B: R , 0 “ R , 0 suchV , 1ql “U UŽ .that H is equivalent to B G g E G , where B G is a G-unfoldingV , 1ql
induced from G via B,
BU G x , l, b [ G x , l, B b . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
“ Ž .Uni¤ersal G-unfoldings of g g E G are defined as the versal ones withV , 1
the least number of unfolding parameters and this number, denoted by
codim g, is called the G-codimension of g. In addition, g is said to be ofG
infinite G-codimension if it has no versal G-unfolding with finite number of
unfolding parameters. A universal unfolding exhibits all the complex
nature and the codimension characterizes the degeneracy of an unper-
turbed germ.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. For each Lie group representation r : G “ G L V the
set,
‘ “
S [ E GŽ .Łr V , 1qk
ks0
Ž .is called a system of equi¤ariant singularities with respect to r . Let r :
Ž . X Ž .G “ G L V and r : S “ G L W be two representations of Lie groups. A
linear map F: S “ S X is called a homomorphism of these two systems ofr r
equivariant singularities if F is defined by a sequence of linear maps F :k“ “ ‘Ž . Ž .4E G “ E S satisfy the following conditions:V , 1qk W , 1qk ks0
“Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a for any g g E G and for any S, X, L g D G there is aV , 1 V
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .triple S, X, L g D S such thatW
Ä Ä ÄF S, X , L g s S, X , L F g ;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
“Ž . Ž .b for any positive integer k, for any G g E G , and for anyV , 1qk
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .S, X, L, A g D G there is a quadruple S, X, L, A g D S suchV , k W , k
that
Ä Ä Ä ÄF S, X , L , A G s S, X , L , A F G ;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k k
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“Ž . Ž .c for any positive integers k and l, for any G g E G , and forV , 1qk
Ž l . Ž k .any reparameterization B: R , 0 “ R , 0 , there is a reparameterization
Ä l kŽ . Ž .B: R , 0 “ R , 0 such that
U ÄUF B G s B F G ,Ž . Ž .l k
U ÄU Ž .where B and B are defined as in Eq. 2.1 ;
“Ž . Ž .d for any positive integer k and for any G g E G the follow-V , 1qk
ing equality holds
F G y , l, 0 s F g y , l , ; y g W , 0 , l g R, 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k 0
Ž . Ž .where g x, l s G x, l, 0 .
Ž .XWe denote by Hom S , S the set of all homomorphisms from S tor r r
S X .r
The following proposition can be easily proved.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. a Let r : G “ G L V , i s 1, 2, 3, be representationsi i i
Ž .of Lie groups. Then for any F g Hom S , S and for any C gr r1 2
Ž .Hom S , S , the composition of F and C, which is gi¤en byr r2 3
‘ 4C(F [ C (F , 2.2Ž .k k ks0
Ž .is a homomorphism in Hom S , S .r r1 3
Ž .b The composition of homomorphisms is associati¤e.
Ž . Ž .  4‘c For any representation r : G “ G L V , Id [ Id is the unitk ks0“Ž . Ž .in Hom S , S , where Id is the identity on E G .r r k V , 1qk
Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. A homomorphism F in Hom S , S is called anr r1 2
isomorphism if there is some C, which is called an in¤erse of F, in
Ž .Hom S , S such that C(F and F(C are, respectively, the units inr r2 1
Ž . Ž .Hom S , S and Hom S , S . Two systems of equivariant singularitiesr r r r1 1 2 2
S and S are said to be isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism inr r1 2
Ž .Hom S , S .r r1 2
By Proposition 2.2 we know that the inverse of an isomorphism F is
unique and we denote it by Fy1. Moreover, it is easy to see that
 4‘F s F is invertible if and only if each F is invertible. When F isk ks0 k
y1  y14‘invertible we have F s F .k ks0
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.4. Let r : G “ G L V be a representation of G. Then every
Ž . Ž . Ž .S, X, L g D G determines an isomorphism F in Hom S , S ,V r r
“
F g x , l s S x , l g X x , l , L l , ;g g E G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 V , 1
“
F G x , l, a s S x , l G X x , l , L l , a , ;G g E G .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k V , 1qk
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Ž . X Ž .THEOREM 2.5. Let r : G “ G L V and r : S “ G L W be representa-
Ž .Xtions of Lie groups. Suppose F g Hom S , S is an isomorphism. Thenr r
“Ž . Ž .a g and h in E G are G-equi¤alent if and only if F g and F hV , 1 0 0
are S-equi¤alent.
“ “Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b G g E G is a ¤ersal uni¤ersal G-unfolding of g g E GV , 1qk V , 1
Ž .if and only if F G is a ¤ersal uni¤ersal S-unfolding of F g.k 0
Ž . Ž .c codim g s codim F g .G S 0
Ž . Ž .Proof. Conclusion a is a direct consequence of Definition 2.1 a .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Conclusion b can be proved by an argument combining b , c , and d in
Ž . Ž .Definition 2.1. Conclusion c follows from conclusion b immediately.
Ž . X Ž .THEOREM 2.6. Let r : G “ G L V and r : S “ G L W be representa-
tions of Lie groups. Suppose h: S “ G is a group homomorphism and i:
Ž .W “ V and p : V “ W are linear maps such that p ( i s id and i s ? w sW
Ž . Ž .h s ? i w for all w g W and for all s g S. Define
“ “
F : E G “ E S , F G w , m s p G i w , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k V , 1qk W , 1qk k
k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 2.3Ž .
If
Ž . Ž . Ž .  < 4a i W s Fix D [ ¤ g V d ? ¤ s ¤ , ;d g D for some subgroup
 4‘ Ž .XD ; G, then F g Hom S , S .k ks0 r r
If , in addition,
Ž . Ž . Ž .b the map p: G = W “ V, g , w ‹ g ? i w , is surjecti¤e;
“ “Ž . Ž . Ž .c for each g g E S there exists a unique germ G g E GW , 1qk V , 1qk
such that the following diagram commutes
id =gG1qk 6G = W = R G = W , 2.4Ž .
6 6
p1qkp=idR
G1qk 6V = R V
and
l lŽ . Ž . Ž .d for each T g E S there exists a germ S g E G suchW , 1qk V , 1qk
that
S p g , w , m p g , w s g ? i T w , m w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
;g g G , and w , w g W , 2.5Ž .1 2
 4‘ Ž .Xthen F is an isomorphism in Hom S , S .k ks0 r r
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Ž . < Ž . Ž .Proof. It is easy to see that i: W “ i W and p i W : i W “ W are
linear isomorphisms and such that
<i(p i W s id ;Ž . iŽW .
p h s ? ¤ s s ? p ¤ , ;s g S , ¤ g i W .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
“ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let G g E G and S, X, L g D G . Assumption a implies thatV , 1 V
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž X . Ž . XG i w , l g i W and S i w , l i w g i W for all w, w g W and l g
Ž . Ž .R. Then for all w, l g W = R, 0 we have
F S, X , L G w , l s p S i w , l G X i w , l , L lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
s p S i w , l ip G ip X i w , l , L lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
s T w , l F G F X w , l , L l , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .where T : W = R, 0 “ L W is given by T w, l s p S i w , l i and is
Ž . Ž .T w xS-equivariant. Because S 0, 0 g L V there is a continuous map 0, 1G
Ät Ä0 Ä1 Ät ÄtŽ . Ž .2 t ‹ S g L V such that S s id and S s S 0, 0 . Write T s p S i.G V
Ät ÄtŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .  4Then for any w g Ker T we have S i w g i W l Ker p s 0 and
Ät ÄtŽ . w xhence w s 0. This shows T g L W . Because the map 0, 1 2 t ‹ T gS
Ä0 Ä1 TŽ . Ž . Ž .L W is continuous and T s id we have T 0, 0 s T g L W .S W S
Ž . Ž .T Ž .Similarly we can prove dF X g L W . Therefore T , F X, L g0 0, 0 S 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .D S and Eq. 2.6 shows that condition a of Definition 2.1 holds. AW
Ž .similar argument shows that condition b of Definition 2.1 holds. Con-
Ž . Ž .  4‘ditions c and d can be easily checked. Consequently, F gk ks0
Ž .XHom S , S .r r
Ž .To prove the second part of the theorem note that assumption c
implies that each F is a linear isomorphism which satisfies that, for everyk“ y1Ž . Ž .g g E S , F g is the unique germ such that diagram 2.4 commutes.W , 1 k “Ž . Ž .According to c , for each g g E S , there exists a unique germW , 1qk“ Ž .G g E G such thatV , 1qk
G p g , w , m s p g , g w , m , ;w g W , and m g R1qk .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Then
F G w , m s p G i w , m s g w , m .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k
Therefore, F is a linear isomorphism and Fy1 g s G.k k lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let T , Y, L g D S . By d there is an S g E G such thatW V , 1
S p g , w , l p g , w s g ? i T w , l w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
;g g G , w , w g W , l g R. 2.7Ž .1 2
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“ Ž . Ž Ž ..Hence, for any g g E S and for any ¤ s p g , w g V we haveW , 1
y1F T , Y , L g ¤ , l s g ? i T w , l g Y w , l , L lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
s S ¤ , l Fy1 g Fy1 Y ¤ , l , L l . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž y1 . Ž .In order to prove S, F Y, L g D G it is sufficient to show that if0 V
Ž .TB g L W and A: V “ V is a G-equivariant linear map such thatS
Ž . Ž . Ž .TAp g ,w s p g , Bw , then we must have A g L V .G
Ž .T w x Ž .Suppose B g L W . Then there is a continuous map f : 0, 1 “ L WS S
Ž . Ž . w xsuch that f 0 s id and f 1 s B. For any fixed t g 0, 1 the mapW
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .W = R 2 w, l ‹ f t w g W is a C S-equivariant germ. By d there is
“Ä Ž .an F g E G such thatt V , 1
ÄF p g , w , l p g , w s p g , f t w , ;g g G , w , w g W , l g R.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t 1 2 2 1 2
ÄŽ . Ž .Write F t s F 0, 0 . Thent
F t p g , w s p g , f t w , ;g g G , w g W .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that F 0 s id and F 1 s A. Hence for any g g GV
and for any w g W we have
y1 y1< < < < < <w s p g p g , w F g p p g , w ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
and therefore,
F t p g , w y F t p g , wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
s g ? i f t w y f t wŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2
< < < < < <F g i f t y f t wŽ . Ž .1 2
y1< < < < < < < <F g g i f t y f t p p g , w .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Because p is surjective we have
y1< < < < < < < <F t y F t F sup g g i p f t y f t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 2 1 2
ggG
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .So 0, 1 2 t ‹ F t g L V is continuous. Note that f t is invertible and
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thence so is F t . Therefore A s F 1 g L V .G
Ž .The preceding argument shows that condition a of Definition 2.1 holds
for Fy1. Other conditions can be proved in a similar way and consequently0
Ž .XF g Hom S , S is an isomorphism.r r
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Remark 2.7. In fact we have shown that F and Fy1 defined previously
satisfy stronger conditions than those required in Definition 2.1 because
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .S, X, L , S, X, L, A and B do not depend on the concrete germs,
namely, the following diagrams commute
F“ “0 6Ž . Ž .E G E S 2.9Ž .V , 1 W , 1
6 6
Ž . Ä ÄS, X , L Ž .S , X , L
F“ “0 6Ž . Ž .E G E S ,V , 1 W , 1
F“ “k 6Ž . Ž .E G E S 2.10Ž .V , 1qk W , 1qk
6 6
Ž . Ä ÄS, X , L , A Ž .S , X , L , A
F“ “k 6Ž . Ž .E G E S ,V , 1qk W , 1qk
F“ “k 6Ž . Ž .E G E S 2.11Ž .V , 1qk W , 1qk
6 6
U UB B
F“ “l 6Ž . Ž .E G E S .V , 1qk W , 1qk
Ž . X Ž .COROLLARY 2.8. Let r : G “ L V and r : S “ L W be two isomor-
phic representations of Lie groups. Then the corresponding systems of singular-
ities S and S X are isomorphic.r r
Proof. According to the definition, two representations of groups are
isomorphic if there is an isomorphism h: S “ G of the corresponding
groups and a linear isomorphism A: W “ V such that
A s ? w s h s ? A V .Ž . Ž . Ž .
“y1 Ž .We take i s A and p s A . For each g g E S and for eachW , 1qkl Ž .T g E S we takeW , 1qk
G ¤ , m s Ag Ay1 ¤ , m ,Ž . Ž .
S ¤ , m ¤ s AT Ay1 ¤ , m Ay1 ¤ .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Then all the conditions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied and hence S and S Xr r
are isomorphic.
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let r be the action of the dihedral group D on the real3
plane R2 ( C,
p 2p
iuu ? z [ e z , u s 0, , ;
3 3
k ? z [ z ,
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and let rX be the action of the symmetric group S on the two-dimensional3
linear space of 3 = 3 real diagonal matrices with trace zero,
s ? A [ My1AM ,s s
wwhere M is the permutation matrix corresponding to s g S . By 4,s 3
xLemma XV.6.3 these two actions are isomorphic and hence by Corollary
2.8 the corresponding systems of equivariant singularities are isomorphic.
3. ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN SYSTEMS OF
SINGULARITIES EQUIVARIANT UNDER ORTHOGONAL
GROUP ACTIONS
Ž .In this section we consider O n -equivariant singularities in its irre-
ducible representation on R n,
r : O n ¤ G L R n , g ? x s g x , ;g g O n , x g R n .Ž . Ž . Ž .n
In the case of n s 1 the representation is
 4r : Z s O 1 “ "1 , y1 ? x s yx , ; x g R.Ž . Ž .1 2
We prove that S is isomorphic to S for any n g N.r rn 1
Remark 3.1. In this section we take V s R n and W s R and replace all
the spaces V, W appearing in the subscripts of the notations introduced in
the previous section with their dimensions.
Ž .Let h: Z “ O n be the group homomorphism,2
s 0
h s s , s s "1.Ž . 0 Iž /ny1
Let i: R “ R n and p : R n “ R be, respectively, the embedding and the
projection,
i y s y , 0, . . . , 0 , ; y g R, 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
p x s x , ; x s x , . . . , x g R n . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 n
“ “Ž Ž .. Ž .Define F : E O n “ E Z ask n, 1qk 1, 1qk 2
F G y , m s p G i y , m , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k
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Ž . Ž .Because i R s Fix D , where
1 0
D s I , ,n½ 50 yIny1
 4‘ Ž .by Theorem 2.6 F g Hom S , S .k ks0 r rn 1
Ž . nLet r : O n = R “ R be the map defined by
p g , y s g i y , ;g g O n , and y g R. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We have
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. a The map p is surjecti¤e.
“Ž . Ž Ž ..b Let k be a nonnegati¤e integer. Then e¤ery g g E O n can ben, 1qk
written in the form,
< < 2g x , m s r x , m x , 3.5Ž . Ž .Ž .
where r g E .1, 1qk
“Ž . Ž .c For each germ g g E Z there exists a unique germ G g1, 1qk 2“ Ž Ž ..E O n such that the following diagram commutesn, 1qk
id =gOŽn.1qk 6Ž . Ž .O n = R = R O n = R 3.6Ž .
6 6
p1qkp=idR
Gn 1qk n6R = R R .
l lŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..d For each T g E Z there exists a germ S g E O n1, 1qk 2 n, 1qk
such that
S p g , y , m p g , yX s g i T y , m yX ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
; y , yX g R, and g g O n .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. a Because O n acts transitively on any sphere centered at the
origin it follows that for each x g R n there exists an orthogonal transfor-
Ž . Ž < <.mation g g O n such that g x s i x and hence,
y1 < <x s p g , x .Ž .
This shows that p is surjective.
Ž . Žw x.b The conclusion is well known for the special case n s 1 3 . We
Ž . Ž .suppose n ) 1. By a , i R is invariant under g and it is easy to see that
Ž .the restriction of g on i R commutes the action of the group,
"1 0
Z s .2 ½ 50 Iny1
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Ž . Ž < < 2 .Hence there is a germ r g E such that g x, m s r x , m x for all1, 1qk
Ž . 1qk Ž . n Ž .x g i R and m g R . By a for each x g R there is a g g O n such
Ž < <.that x s p g , x . Then we have
< <g x , m s g p g , x , mŽ . Ž .Ž .
< <s g g i x , mŽ .Ž .
< < 2 < <s g r x , m i xŽ .Ž .
< < 2s r x , m x .Ž .
“Ž . Ž . Ž .c Let g be any germ in E Z . Then by b there is a germ1, 1qk 2
r g E such that1, 1qk
g y , m s r y2 , m y.Ž . Ž .
Ž n 1qk . nDefine G: R = R , 0 “ R ,
< < 2G x , m s r x , m x .Ž . Ž .
“ Ž Ž ..Then G g E O n andn, 1qk
G p g , y , m s g r y2 , m i y s p g , g y , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .i.e., diagram 2.4 commutes. The uniqueness can be derived from the
following claim.
Ž .Claim. For any y , y g R and for any g , g g O n ,1 2 1 2
p g , h g , m s p g , h y , m , ;m g R1qk , 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
provided
p g , y s p g , y . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
Ž . < < < <Now we prove the claim. By Eq. 3.8 we have y s y . For the case1 2
Ž .when y s y s 0 Eq. 3.7 holds because the Z -equivariance of h en-1 2 2
Ž .sures that h 0, m s 0, and for the case when y and y are nonzero we1 2
have
1 1
h y , m s h y , m ,Ž . Ž .1 2y y1 2
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for all m g R1qk and hence,
p g , h y , m s g i h y , mŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
1
s h y , m g i yŽ . Ž .2 1 1y2
1
s h y , m g i yŽ . Ž .2 2 2y2
s p g , h y , m .Ž .Ž .2 2
lŽ . Ž .d Let T be any germ in E Z . It is known that1, 1qk 2
T y , m s r y2 , m idŽ . Ž . R
Ž n 1qk . Ž n.for some germ r g E . Define S: R = R , 0 “ L R ,1, 1qk
< < 2S x , m s r x , m I .Ž . Ž . n
l Ž Ž ..It is easy to see that S g E O n andn, 1qk
S p g , y , m p g , yX s g i T y , m yX .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
The following theorem is a corollary of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.6.
Ž .  4THEOREM 3.3. Let F be defined by Eq. 3.3 for any k g 0 j N. Thenk
‘ 4 Ž .F s F is an isomorphism in Hom S , S .k ks0 r rn 1
“ 2Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž < < .It is easy to see that if g g E O n and g x, m s r x , m x,n, 1qk
Ž . Ž n 1qk . Ž .Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž; x, m g R = R , 0 , then F g y, m s r y , m y, ; y, m g R =k“1qk 2. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R , 0 . Conversely, if h g E Z and h y, m s r y , m y, ; y, m1, 1qk 2
Ž 1qk . Ž y1 .Ž . Ž < < 2 . Ž . Ž ng R = R , 0 , then F h x, m s r x , m x, ; x, m g R =k
1qk .R , 0 . Then by Theorems 2.5, 3.3, and properties of the linear isomor-
Ž .phisms defined in Eq. 3.3 we have
“Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .THEOREM 3.4. a Let f , g g E O n . Then f and g are O n -equi¤-n, 1
alent if and only if F f and F g are Z -equi¤alent; The codimension of any0 0 2“ “Ž Ž .. Ž .f g E O n is the same as that of F f g E Z .n, 1 0 1, 1 2
“2 2Ž . Ž < < . Ž Ž .. Ž .b r x , l x is a normal form in E O n if and only if r y , l y isn, 1“ Ž .a normal form in E Z , where r g E .1, 1 2 1, 1
Ž . Ž < < 2 . Ž . Ž .c r x , l, a x is a uni¤ersal O n -unfolding of the O n -equi¤ariant
“2 2Ž < < . Ž Ž .. Ž .germ r x , l, 0 x in E O n if and only if r y , l, a y is a uni¤ersaln, 1
Ž 2 .Z -unfolding of the corresponding Z -equi¤ariant germ r y , l, 0 y g2 2“ Ž .E Z , where r g E .1, 1 2 1, 1qk
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w x Ž .In 8, 9 the normal forms and universal unfoldings for O n -equivariant
n Ž .singularities in its irreducible representation on R with O n -codimension
less than 5 were obtained by direct calculations and they share the same
expressions, as those for one-dimensional Z -equivariant singularities pre-2
w xviously obtained in 2, 7 . These observations are formulated more exactly
by Theorem 3.4.
1 Ž .4. ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN n n q 1 -DIMENSIONAL2
Ž .O n -EQUIVARIANT SINGULARITIES AND
n-DIMENSIONAL S -EQUIVARIANT SINGULARITIESn
1 Ž .Let n G 2 and m [ n n q 1 . Let V be the m-dimensional space of2
Ž . Ž .n = n real symmetric matrices and r : O n “ G L V be the representa-
tion by the similarity,
g ? A [ r g A [ gy1Ag , ;g g O n , and ;A g V . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
 4 X Ž n.Let S be the permutation group of 1, 2, . . . , n and let r : S “ G L Rn n
be the representaiton given by
s ? x [ rX s x [ x , . . . , x ,Ž . Ž .s Ž1. s Žn.
; x s x , . . . , x g R n , and ;s g S . 4.2Ž . Ž .1 n n
In this section we prove for these two representations the corresponding
systems of equivariant singularities S and S X are isomorphic.r r
Ž . Ž . nFor x s x , . . . , x , y s y , . . . , y g R and k g N we write1 n 1 n
xy [ x y , . . . , x y ,Ž .1 1 n n
x k [ x k , . . . , x k ,Ž .1 n
x 0 [ 1 [ 1, . . . , 1 .Ž .n
Ž . j j Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Write s x s x q ??? qx for x s x , . . . , x and 1 F jj 1 n 1 n
F n. Then
Ž . ‘ Ž n . ‘a for each S -in¤ariant C germ f : R , 0 “ R there exists a Cn
Ž n .germ q: R , 0 “ R such that
f x s q s x , . . . , s x ; 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n
Ž . ‘ Ž n . n ‘b for each S -equi¤ariant C germ g: R , 0 “ R there exist Cn
Ž n .germs q : R , 0 “ R for j s 0, . . . , n y 1, such thatj
ny1
jg x s q s x , . . . , s x x ; 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j 1 n
js0
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Ž . ‘ Ž . Ž n .c for each S -equi¤ariant C matrix-¤alued germ S: R , 0 “n
Ž n. ‘ Ž n .L R there exist C germs q , . . . , q , q , . . . , q : R , 0 “ R0 ny1 0, 0 ny1, ny2
such that
ny1
kS x y s q s x , . . . , s x x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k 1 n
ks0
ny1 ny2 n
l kq q s x , . . . , s x x y x . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý k , l 1 n j j
ks0 ls0 js1
Žw x.Proof. By Schwarz's Theorem 4, Theorem XII.4.3 and Poenaru'sÂ
Žw x.Theorem 4, Theorem XII.5.3 it is sufficient to prove that these conclu-
sions are valid in the special case that all the smooth germs mentioned in
this lemma are polynomials.
Ž .a The conclusion follows from the fact that all S -invariant polyno-n
Ž w x.mials can be written as polynomials in s , . . . , s see 6, Theorem 4.3.7 .1 n
Ž . Ž . n nb Let g s g , . . . , g : R “ R be an S -equivariant polynomial.1 n n
By the S -equivariance of g there exists a polynomial r such thatn
g x s r x , s x y x , s x y x 2 , . . . , s x y x ny1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j 1 j 2 j ny1 j
j s 1, . . . , n. 4.6Ž .
Ž .Hence Eq. 4.4 follows from the following claim.
Claim. For each polynomial h in n indeterminates there exist n
polynomials q , . . . , q such that0 ny1
ny1
jr x , s x , s x , . . . , s x s q s x , . . . , s x x , 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ý1 1 2 ny1 j 1 n 1
js0
Ž . Ž . j Ž .where s x s s x y x j s 1, . . . , n y 1 .Äj j 1
Ž .We prove the claim by induction on the degree of r. If deg r s 0 we
Ž .take q s r and q s ??? s q s 0 and Eq. 4.7 holds. Suppose that0 1 ny1
our claim is valid for all polynomials of degree less than m and let r be a
polynomial of degree m. We may write r as
r y , . . . , y s c q y r y , . . . , y q ??? qy r y , . . . , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 1 1 n n n 1 n
where c is a constant and r , . . . , r are polynomials of degree less than m.1 n
Hence,
r x , s x , . . . , s xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä1 1 ny1
s c q x r x , s x , . . . , s xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä1 1 1 1 ny1
ny1
jq s x y x r x , s x , . . . , s x . 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä ÄŽ .Ý j 1 jq1 1 1 ny1
js1
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However, as we supposed, the claim is valid for r , . . . , r . Note that1 n
nny1n ny1x y a x x q ??? q y1 a x x q y1 a x s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 ny1 1 n
where a , . . . , a are the primitive symmetric polynomials in n indetermi-1 n
nates, i.e.,
a x s x ??? x , j s 1, 2, . . . , n.Ž . Ýj i i1 j
1Fi - ??? -i Fn1 j
Ž .By a a , . . . , a can be expressed as polynomials in s , . . . , s . It is not1 n 1 n
Ž .difficult to see that each term in the right-hand side of Eq. 4.8 can be
written in the form of a linear sum of 1, x , . . . , x ny1 with n polynomial in1 1
s , . . . , s as the coefficients. By the principle of mathematical induction1 n
the claim is true for all polynomials in n indeterminates.
Ž . n Ž n.c Let S: R “ L R be a matrix-valued S -equivariant polyno-n
mial map. Then there are polynomials a and b such that
S x s a x , x , . . . , x ,Ž . Ž .s Ž1. s Ž2. s Žn.i , i
S x s b x , x , . . . , x ,Ž . Ž .i , j t Ž1. t Ž2. t Žn.
Ž .where 1 F i, j F n, i / j, s is the transposition 1, i , and t is the product
Ž . Ž . Ž .of transpositions 1, i and 2, j . Hence a x , x , . . . , x is invariant under1 2 n
 4 Ž .permutations of 2, 3, . . . , n and b x , x , . . . , x is invariant under per-1 2 n
 4mutations of 3, . . . , n . Therefore by the claim which we state in the proof
Ž .of b there are polynomials q , . . . , q , q , . . . , q , and r , 0 FÄ Ä0 ny1 0, 0 ny1, ny2 l, k
k - n, l s 1, 2, . . . , such that
ny1
ka x , . . . , x s q s x , . . . , s x x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÄÝ1 n k 1 n 1
ks0
ny1 ny2
k lb x , . . . , x s q s x , . . . , s x x x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý1 n k , l 1 n 1 2
ks0 ls0
ny1




kS x y s q s x , . . . , s x x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k 1 n
ks0
ny1 ny2 n
l kq q s x , . . . , s x x y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý k , l 1 n j j
ks0 ls0 js1
ny1 ny2where q s q y Ý Ý q r .Ä Äk k js0 ls0 j, l jql, k
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Ž .Let h: S “ O n be the group homomorphism which maps eachn
permutation s to the n = n matrix M whose entry at the cross of iths
row and jth column is d . Define i: R n “ V, p : V “ R n, and p:s Ž i., j
Ž . nO n = R “ V,
i x , . . . , x s diag x , . . . , x ; 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n
p a s a , . . . , a ; 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i , j 1, 1 n , nn=n
p g , x s g ? i x . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž .
“ “Ž Ž .. Ž .For any nonnegative integer k define F : E O n “ E S ask m , 1qk n, 1qk n
F G x , m s p G i x , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k
“n 1qk; x g R , m g R , and G g E O n . 4.12Ž . Ž .Ž .m , 1qk
Ž . Ž n. Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.2. a i R s Fix T , where T ; O n is the subgroup of all
real n = n diagonal matrices whose entries on the diagonal are q1 or y1.
Ž . n n Ž .nb i: R “ V and p : V “ R satisfy p ( i s id and i s ? x sR
nŽ . Ž .h s ? i x for all s g S and x g R .n
 4‘ Ž .XBy this lemma and Theorem 2.6 we have F g Hom S , S .k ks0 r r
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let k be a nonnegati¤e integer. Then
Ž . Ž . na p: O n = R “ V is surjecti¤e.
“Ž . Ž Ž ..b E¤ery G g E O n can be written in the form,m , 1qk
G A , m s q tr A , . . . , tr An , m IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 n
ny1
n jq q tr A , . . . , tr A , m A , 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j
js1
Ž .where tr A is the trace of A and q g E , 0 F i - n.i n, 1qk
“Ž . Ž .c Let g be any germ in E S . Then there is a unique germn, 1qk n“ Ž Ž ..G g E O n such that the following diagram commutesm , 1qk
id =gOŽn.n 1qk n6Ž . Ž .O n = R = R O n = R 4.14Ž .
6 6
p1qkp=idR
G1qk 6V = R V .
l lŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..d For any T g E S there is an S g E O n such thatn, 1qk n m , 1qk
S p g , x , m p g , y s y ? i T x , m y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . nfor all g g O n and all x, y g R .
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Ž .Proof. a The conclusion is known as the fact that every real symmet-
ric matrix can be diagonalized under orthogonal similar transformation.
“ “Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .b Let G g E O n . Then F G g E S . By Lemmam , 1qk k n, 1qk n
Ž .4.1 b there are germs q , . . . , q g E such that0 ny1 n, 1qk
ny1
jF G x , m sq s x , . . . , s x , m 1 q q s x , . . . , s x , m x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýk 0 1 n n j 1 n
js1
Ž . Ž . Ž . nBy a for each A g V there is a pair g , x g O n = R such that
Ž . y1A s g i x g . Hence we have
G A , m s g ? i(p G i x , mŽ . Ž .Ž .
s g q s x , . . . , s x , m IŽ . Ž .Ž .0 1 n n
ny1
j y1q q s x , . . . , s x , m i x gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j 1 n
js1
s q tr A , . . . , tr An , m IŽ . Ž .Ž .0 n
ny1
n jq q tr A , . . . , tr A , m A .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j
js1
“Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c Let g g E S . For any A g V there is a pair g , x g O nn, 1qk n
n Ž . Ž . Ž .=R such that A s p g , x . Suppose g , x and s , y are two such pairs,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž j. Ž .i.e., A s p g , x s p s , y . Then s x s tr A s s y , for j s 1, . . . , n.j j
Ž .By Lemma 4.1 b g can be written as
ny1
jg x , m s q s x , . . . , s x , m 1 q q s x , . . . , s x , m x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 1 n n j 1 n
js1
where q , . . . , q g E . Then0 ny1 n, 1qk
p g , g x , m s g ? q s x , . . . , s x , m IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 1 n n
ny1
jq q s x , . . . , s x , m i xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j 1 n
js1
s q tr A , . . . , tr An , m IŽ . Ž .Ž .0 n
ny1
n jq q tr A , . . . , tr A , m AŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý j
js1
s p s , g y , m .Ž .Ž .
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Ž 1qkHence there is a unique germ G: V = R , 0 “ V such that diagram
Ž .4.14 commutes. In fact,
G A , m s q tr A , . . . , tr An , m IŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 n
ny1
n jq q tr A , . . . , tr A , m A .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j
js1
“ Ž Ž ..Therefore G g E O n .m , 1qk
lŽ . Ž . Ž .d For T g E S it follows from Lemma 4.1 c thatn, 1qk n
ny1
kT x , m y s q s x , . . . , s x , m x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k 1 n
ks0
ny1 ny2 n
l kq q s x , . . . , s x , m x y x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý k , l 1 n j j
ks0 ls0 js1
where q , q g E , 0 F k - n, 0 F l F n y 2. Definek k , l n, 1qk
ny1
n kS A , m B s q tr A , . . . , tr A , m A BŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k
ks0
ny1 ny2
n l kq q tr A , . . . , tr A , m tr A B A .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý k , l
ks0 ls0
l Ž Ž ..It is easy to see that S g E O n andm , 1qk
S p g , x , m p g , y s g ? S i x , m i y s g ? i T x , m y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem 2.6.
‘ 4 Ž .XTHEOREM 4.4. F g Hom S , S is an isomorphism.k ks0 r r
Ž . Ž .Remark 4.5. By Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 it is easy to see that
 4V s n = n real symmetric matrices with trace zero0
1Ž . Ž .Ž .is an O n -invariant subspace of V with dim V s n y 1 n q 2 and0 2
n <W s x g R x q ??? qx s 0 40 1 n
is an S -invariant subspace of R n with dim W s n y 1. Confined to thesen 0
X  4‘subspaces r and r give representations in lower dimensions and Fk ks0
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Ž .constructed in Eq. 4.12 also gives an isomorphism between the corre-
sponding systems of equivariant singularities. For the case n s 3 this
w xrecovers a result obtained in 4 .
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